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DIRECTIONS  

From Bowman continue 
onto Vance Road for 1 

mile then take a slight left 
onto Arista Road and 
continue for 4.4 miles, 

then turn left onto 
Landsdowne Road. The 
property entrance will be 
on the right in .3 miles. 

The Four Holes property offering is located on Landsdowne Road in Bowman, SC. The property is conveniently 
located only 4 miles from I-26 allowing for an easy commute to both Columbia and Charleston. The landscape consists 
of 32.1 +/- high and usable acres, which have been utilized as food plots, and even a small dove field with a false line 
already in place. Additionally, this upland acreage also provides an excellent location for a permanent residential site. 
The remaining acreage consists of bottomland hardwood that has recently been harvested leaving the new owner a blank 
canvas to create their dream property. The recent timber harvesting has provided excellent bedding cover and plenty of 
natural browse to help sustain the wildlife that resides on this tract. There is a road system in place that runs the entire 
length of the property giving you ease of access to all points of the hardwood bottom. This offering boasts over 4,700 
hundred feet of frontage that abuts the famed Four Holes Swamp. The Four Holes Swamp is known for its abundant 
wild turkey and deer populations. This area has consistently produced trophy bucks throughout the years, making this an 
excellent recreational tract for the avid outdoorsman looking for his own private retreat.  
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FOR SALE 

Four holes tract 
Orangeburg County 

232.1 +/- Acres 
$499,999 



Four Holes Tract
Orangeburg County, South Carolina, 232.1 AC +/-

Boundary

Todd Crosby
P: 8437825700          Toddcrosby@crosbylandco.com          300 Carn St.

The information contained herein was obtained from sources
deemed to be reliable.
  MapRight Services makes no warranties or guarantees as to the
completeness or accuracy thereof.
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|        232.1 ac

SOIL CODE SOIL DESCRIPTION ACRES % CAP

Mo Mouzon fine sandy loam 204.9 87.37 6w

Jo Johns loamy sand 1.7 0.72 2w

Ra Rains sandy loam 2.4 1.02 3w

NoA Noboco loamy sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes 13.3 5.68 1

ApB Alpin sand, 0 to 6 percent slopes, Southern Coastal Plain 12.2 5.21 4s

TOTALS 234.5 100% 5.55
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